
The Corfu Trail and other incidental delights!

Hold the pole! No, take my arm! Step here! Watch that slippery rock! The members of 
NHRG are crossing a stream all of 2m wide and 25 cm deep. What wimps!

Nonetheless the trip to Corfu was fabulous. The scenery was picturesque beaches and 
steep l limestone hills clothed in wild flowers and olive groves. It had rained heavily the 
previous week so everything was lush but the going was mostly dry underfoot – only 
Heather had to wash her boots after slipping into some amazingly gooey mud.

We all became experts in looking for the Corfu Trail signs which were clear in some parts 
but designed to baffle in others. We had the unusual experience of climbing stepladders at
one point placed there by Leon who had borrowed them from the hotel. I wonder if they 
are still there? “Snakefinder” Huxtable spotted a viper; “Flowers” Faulkner identified 
orchids and gladioli; Aliki, poor thing, slipped on some fallen olives and gained a 
permanent stain on her trousers.

Because of the previous rain, the village festival had been postponed to our week, and we 
were invited to the party; this was the real thing! Plenty of meat and drink and genuine 
Greek dancing, where we were pushed and pulled along with dancers in traditional dress 
and no-one minded that we hadn’t a clue.

The hotel was called the Cricketer’s but it could easily pass for Fawlty Towers. Some 
rooms had a balcony, others had a kettle; some rooms had Sun in the evening, others had 



a shower. None had everything. The non-walkers, Vic and Mags, did appreciate the 
swimming pool.

The ruler of the terrace was Ginger Tom he 
had seduced Miss Puss but was not above 
stealing her food. One frosty stare from him 
and the owner’s dog slunk away without a 
whimper. The hotel put on an evening of Greek
music and dancing and the owner’s wife 
(German of Turkish extraction) showed us how
belly dancing should really be done.

Our non-walking day took us to the Achillion 
Palace and Corfu Town, which has a cricket 
pitch in the centre.

Our last day surpassed every other. Three donkeys were loaded with our picnic lunch and 
we walked with them to a secluded beach. A couple already there stared in disbelief as 
walker after noisy walker descended the steps with every appearance of staying; they 
packed their bags and retreated in their boat. We ate our delicious picnic, swam or 
lounged and then... around the headland roared the motor boats. We ladies were lifted in, 
and off we sailed to view the caves and grottos. The boats played traditional music, which 
Aliki used to show us some pole dancing! The boats finally motored straight onto our home
beach, scattering the other tourists right and left. Wonderful! 
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